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Adapted from the original text, *Dear Zoo*, written and illustrated by Rod Campbell.

I wrote to the zoo to send me a pet.

The zoo sent me an animal.

?
elephant.
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The elephant was too big!

I sent the elephant back.
So the zoo sent me a ?
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giraffe.
The giraffe was too tall!

I sent the giraffe back.
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So the zoo sent me a ?
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lion.
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The lion was too fierce!

I sent the lion back.
So the zoo sent me a
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The camel was too irritable!

I sent the camel back.
So they sent me a ?
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snake.
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The snake was too scary!

I sent the snake back.
So they sent me a ?
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monkey.
The monkey was too naughty!

I sent the monkey back.
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frog.
The frog was too jumpy.

So I sent the frog back.
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So the zoo thought very hard,

and sent me a ?
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Puppy.
The puppy was the right pet for me. I kept the puppy.
The end.